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          Whether we are relaxing in front of the television, surfing the internet, or 
charging our cell phones, we rarely give a second thought to the electricity     
working behind the scenes to power and light up our world. However, there are  
so many fascinating concepts that make electricity a reality.  

 The movement of electric charge is referred to as electric current. This is normally 
measured in amperes. Electric current consists of moving charged particles flowing 
through a conductor. Usually these particles are electrons, but any 
charge in motion constitutes a current. 
 A conductor is any material that allows the electric current to 
flow through it. Common examples of conductors are copper, silver, 
and aluminum wires. Liquid containing sodium is also a strong       
conductor of electricity.   
 Working inversely to that of a conductor, an insulator is any  
material that restricts the motion of electrons limiting the flow of    
electricity. A good insulator is necessary to prevent fire and the risk   
of electric shock. Common examples of electric insulators are rubber, 
heavy plastic, and ceramic.  
 Efforts by scientists to create electricity led to the discovery that 
electrical and magnetic fields are closely related. In household or engineering applications, 
current is described as being either direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC). (Cont. on pg 2) 
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Gaining an Understanding of Electrical Current  

If you are currently experiencing financial difficulty, or if you are in a low income status and are continuing to 
have difficulty paying your utility bills, please contact the NORA office for options on setting up payment     
arrangements. You can also request financial assistance through LiHEAP by calling 800-283-4465. 
 

We Are Now Observing Winter Office Hours: Open 7:00am to 3:30pm Monday through Friday.  

Contact NORA: 
Northern Rio Arriba Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
1135 Camino Escondido 
Chama, NM 87520 
Mailing Address: 
PO Box 217 
Chama, NM 87520 
Email: billing@noraelectric.org 
Follow us on Facebook 

                              Attention High School Seniors: 
NORA Electric Cooperative will soon be accepting applications for the NORA, 
NORA Golf and Tri-State scholarships. For full details on each scholarship and 
how to apply, please contact the NORA office at 575-756-2181 or your high 
school guidance counselor.    

Phone: 575-756-2181 - After hours Option 1 
When reporting an outage, please provide the 
following information: 

 Name 

 Meter Number 

 Service Address 

 Telephone Number 

 How long your power has been off 
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Electric Charge: A property of some subatomic     
particles, which determines their electromagnetic     
interactions. Matter that is electrically charged is      
influenced by, and produces, electromagnetic fields. 
Electric Field: Influence that is produced by an     
electric charge on other charges in its vicinity. 
Electric Current: Movement or flow of electrically 
charged particles. Typically measured in amperes.  
Direct Current (DC): Current that flows in only one   
direction. 
Alternating Current (AC): Current that reverses, or   
alternates many times per second in regular intervals. 
Electric Potential: The capacity of an electric field to 
do work on an electric charge. Typically measured in 

volts. 
Electromagnetism: The fundamental 
interaction between the magnetic 
field and the presence and motion of 
an electric charge. 

This refers to how the current varies in time. Direct current represents a unidirectional flow in 
current from the positive part of the circuit to the negative part. A magnetic field near a wire 
will cause electrons to flow in a single direction along the wire because they are repelled 
and attracted by the north and south poles. A battery is a perfect 
example of direct current. 
 Alternating current is any current that reverses direction 
repeatedly. Alternating current pulses back and forth within a 
conductor without the charge moving any distance over time. AC 
differs from DC in that instead of applying the magnetism    
steadily along the wire, the magnet is rotated. When the magnet 
is oriented in one direction, the electrons flowed toward the   
positive, but when the magnet’s orientation flipped, the electrons changed direction. A     
perfect example of alternating current would be the electricity drawn from an electrical outlet. 
 Another huge difference between direct current and alternating current is in the 
amount of energy that each one can carry. Batteries are designed to produce one voltage. 

That voltage within DC is limited and cannot travel very far until it begins to lose  
energy. The AC voltage drawn from a generator or power plant can travel much  
further without losing energy, and through the use of transformers, the strength of 
the voltage can be adjusted as needed. 

(Continued from page 1) 

Billing Schedule February 2023  

 

Bill Due Date        23-Feb 

Usage From                      30-Dec 

Usage To 31-Jan 

SEDC Pickup @11:59pm    1-Feb 

Bill Sent  1-Feb 

Late Notice Sent 24-Feb 

Contact/Follow Up   8-Mar      

Disconnects/Cut Off         
           

15-Mar  

Our linemen are        
on call  

24 hrs/day, 7 days a 
week. Please call  

575-756-2181 to report  
power outages. 

 

 

The NORA Office 
will be closed 

Monday February 
20th in observance 
of Presidents Day 

Electrical Concepts    


